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SOME COINCIDENCES ARE
of such a character that one is
tempted to credit the idea ·that
some my8tI~ mf! .1 ence which we
cannot
identify
influences in the
same manner
persons who
have no contact
with each other
and causes them
to think, or
s p e a k, or act
a I i k e. A little
w hi 1 e ago a
chance
request
from a correspondent started
in my direction a
train of letters
identifying a cerDavies.
tain poem as
Tennyson's "Brook.' At the same
time · scores of correspondents all
over the country were identifying
as part of the same poem a stanza
sent to the New York Times by a
subscriber who wished to know its
origin. Why were the though ts of
all those persons turned to Tennyson's poem at the same time, without communication or contact of
.. any kind?

remark that the old curse is still children was a spark from a sanding machine which was being used
at work.
in the manual training room of the
ONE MAN, AT* LEAST, TAKES building. That, of course, does not
that sort of thing seriously. He is go very far. With gas present in
explosive quantities any spark
Sir Alexander Seton, a Scottish would ignite it. In any building
baronet, who is sure that . posses- sparks are constantly occurring,
sion of a bit of bone which once from electrical appliances) from
formed part of the skeleton of one light switches, from the striking
of the Pharaohs is bringing his of matches and from a hundred
family bad luck. The fragment, en- other causes, but there are no exclosed in a small glass case, came plosions except in the isolated
into the possession of Lady Seton cases where explosive material is
in some manner not explained, and present. Sparks cannot be preventit has been kept as a curio at the ed, and -in themselves they are
family mansion in Scotland. Ever harmless. The trouble with the
since it was obtained the family Texas school was that somewhere
has lived in an atmosphere of mis- it contained a large quantity of exfortune and mystery. Windows plosive gas which I ought not to
have been broken without any have been present.
known cause. Members of the
household have been injured in acIS THIS TO BE AN EARLY Ott
cidents. Every undertaking has late spring? Conditions now existgone wrong. And Sir Alexander ing in this part of the northwest
says quite seriously that a myster- make possible a fairly eariy spring,
ious robed figure has been seen so far as field work on the farms is
wandering about the premises late concerned. Seeding has been done
at night.
in this area in March in some
years, but only rarely has March
* *HAS MADE THE seeding been at all general. And in
ALL OF THIS
entire family jittery, and Sir Alex- the few years of which this has
ander says that the bit of bone is been true, the unseasonably warm
to be returned to Egypt as fast as weather that has made March
he can get it there. Aside from the seeding possible has usually bred
* * *
MOST READERS ARE FAM- question of bad luck, the decision storms a little later which have
iliar with the curse inscribed on to return the bone to the place held up the work. If the fields
the tomb of King Tut, a curse di- where it was found is to be ap- generally are in good condition for
~ rected against all · who should vio- plauded. And why anyone should seeding by the middle of April,
late the privacy of the ancient want one of a deceased king's that is plenty early. Of course any- king's last resting place. Death bones is as mysterious as the ele- thing in the way of weather can
~ came in ways somewhat unusual ment of superstition surrounding happen, and fields which are now
dry may be buried in snow or
~ to some of those who. participated the case.
drenched with rain at any time.
in the opening of the tomb, and
* * *
INVESTIGATION HAS SATIS- Thus far there is no indication of
yet even ·n ow when death comes to
one of the survivors of that group . fied an engineer who went over all a repetition of the conditions of
· even though it is due to obviously the facts that the ·immediate cause last spring, when thousands of
natural causes and the subject has of the explosion -which wrecked the acres of valley land were flooded
· reached an age at which··death may school building at New London, and remained too wet for work unbe expected, ~ome one is sure to Texas, and ltilled more than 400 til late May or June •.

*

*

*' * *

'*
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MAXWELL ANDERSON, V. N.
D. graduate, continues to have
honors heaped upon him. His play,
"High Tor," has just been voted
the best American play produced in the season
of 1936-37 by the
New York Drama Critics Circle.
it/)~'. The circle was
===§M: organized
1a s t
:~·.: year, its members
b e i n g dramatic
c r i t i c s of New
York's principal
newspa p e r s. In
its
membership
are· such notable
critics as Brooks
Atkinson of The
Davie•
New York Times,
Robert Benchley of the New Yorker, and Burns Mantle of The News.
Last year's award also went to Mr.
Anderson for his play "Winterset."
The award is represented by an
artistic .silver plaque, which was
present~d with appropriate ceremonies on Thursday evening. Anderson has two other plays now
running on Broadway, "The Wingless Victory'' and "The Masque of
Kings."

*

* * ESTIMATE OF
THE JUDGES'
"High Tor" is expressed . in the followi:hg formal statement:
"The Drama Critics Circle awards
its annual prize for . 1936-37 to
Maxwell Anderson's fantasy, 'High
Tor.' In its decision the circle celebrates the advent of the first distinguished fantasy by an American
· in many years. Imaginative and as
comic as it is poetic in both spirit
· and expression, 'High Tor' is a sin-

4
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gular accomplishment, g1vmg rare
grace ~o this theatrical season in
New York. For a second successive
Year the circle felicitates both Mr.
Anderson and his perceptive producer, Guthi::ie McClintic."

* *
SEVERAL* FRIENDS
HAVE
repcrted progress in their search
for five words ending in "dous,''
but invariably progress is slow
after the first two words, which
are comparatively easy. The first
to occur to most searchers is "tremendous.'' The words will be dealt
out at the rate of one a day until
the list is complete. It should be
noted that proper names don't go,
otherwise the name of ,"Aldous"
Huxley would be all right.

* *

And he hung his head.
"Enter then, and- welcome too, my
son.
Marriage and purgatory are as
one."
Scarce had he entered in those
gardens fair
Than another Hindu sought admission there.
The self-same question Brahma
asked again:
"Hast been through purgatory?"
"No. What then?''
"Thou canst not enter,'' did the
God reply.
"But he who came before me was
there no more than I."
All that is true, but he had married been
And so on earth had suffered for
his sin."
"Married! 'Tis well, for I've been
married twice.''
"Begone, begone! We want no
fools in paradise!

*
HOBBY SHOWS
ARE CATCHing. Following the highly successful one arranged by the Grand
Forks Kiwanis club last year, Sioux
Falls has put one on, using infor* *
CLAUDE L. M'CRACKEN,
THE
mation as to methods, etc., supplied by the Grand Forks commit- Modoc, California editor, who was
fatally shot by a rival editor, wrote
tee.
story of his own assassination
* SOME
* * IRREVER- the
HERE ARE
and put it on the wire before his
ent lines submitted by a friend-who death. One writer, ex mining the
bas pieced them together from dispatch critically, finds that Mr.
memm:y. He has for gotten who the McCracken omitted the customary
author is and would like to know. form of giving his own age and
Can anyone help?
that of his assailant. But when a
A Hindu died, a happy thing to do man knows he is dying he is .apt
When 20 years united to a shrew. · to be in a hurry. Inasmuch as the
Released, he hopefully for entrance parties were both of the male persuasion and there is no ·'s uggestion
cried
Before the gates of Brahma's para- of a triangle· in the case, there was
no call to use the words "blond,"
dise.
"Hast been through purgatory?" "petite," "dark-eyed," "sha~ely,"
"dazzling," or others considered
Brahma said. ·
"I've been married, I've been mar- indispensable when , the murderer
or the victim is a woman.
ried."

*

ILLUSTRATING THE MANner in which radio jokes are made
common property the Literary Digest says: "A lightning-like. quip
p u 11 e d by Jack
Benny registers
from c o a s t to
coast, and the
next day people
in St. Louis, Atlanta and Grand
Forks are springing it on their
way to the office."
And, presumably, the fellow in
St. Louis . or Atlanta tells that
jo.k e to someone
:a~:ingj ~~;
Davies.

i:::

will yield more sap one year than
another, and seasonal conditions
also affect the sugar content of the
sap. Last year in New York the
sap was unusually thin, and it took
about 70 gallons of sap to make
one ·of syrup. That . would take a lot
of boiling down.
·
*
*
A PAINTING NOW BEING
shown in New York is of a "family" of puppets, some suspended on
strings and others in all sorts of
attitudes of collapse. The painting,
of which. a small reproduction is
published, conveys the suggestion
that the awful contortions of the
figures in some modern pictures
are .due. to the use of puppets fbr
models.

*

* *

*

IF MENTION WERE MADE
a chance to spring it on him. That of Harry Orchard in . a mixed comhas been noticed in Grand Forks, pany, probably not one of the
and the three cities have much in younger members of the group
common.
would remember ever hearing it,
*
and one or two of' the oldsters
IT'S SPRINGTIME IN THE might recall that they had heard
Rqckies, or nearly so, and it's the· name somewhere, but in what
maple sugar time ·in -;"ermont and connection they would not know.
other places where the maple sap Yet about the beginning of the
runs.. Like many others reared in century Harry Orchard occupied a
a maple country I have been a bit lot of space on newspaper front
hazy concerning the quantity of pages. He is now serving a life
sap that a tree will yield and the sentence. at Boise for the murder
q u anti t y of sap that is re- of former Governor Frank Steunquired to make a gallon of syrup. erberg of Idaho. That killing :was
Information on that point is fur- one feature in a series of labor
nished by a Cornell professor troubles which convulsed the west.
whose figures indicate that it us- Two notable names are associated
ually takes about · four trees to · with the case. William E. Borah,
yield the 40 gallons of sap which now an aged United States senator,
can be boiled down to a galllon of conducted the prosecution, and the
syrup. These quantities vary with prisoner was defended by Clarence
the size of the tree and the char- Darrow, whose estimate of the
acter of the season. The same tree world as a · dreary and hopeless.

* *

place seems to become stronger j
1
with the passing of the years.

*

*

*

DR. TOWNSEND ASKS HIS
followers, who, he says, number
4,500,000, for a loan of $5,000,000, to
be made to him personally in sums
from $10 upward. He offers as
"collateral" for this loan his total
assets of $500 and his unsecured
promissory note. The loan, or,
rather, the several loans, are to
be repaid in 24 months and will
bear an interest rate of 4 per cent.
The money is to be used to promote the Townsend plan by every
possible method of publicity. Just
where Dr. Townsend expects to
raise the money with which to repay the loans is not stated. If the
money is to be collected in the form
of contributions, why not call it a
contribution in the first place.
There is a faint recollection of a
man named Townley borrowing a
lot of money on his unsecured
notes some years ago. There is no
recollection of its being repaidyet.

* *

*

LONG AGO, AB O UT THIS
time of the year, we expected that
the first warm day would be marked by great flights of ducks and
geese on their way north. · Ducks
and geese still fly, but there are
fewer of them and their routes
have changed, so that a flight over
this section of the state · is comparatively rare. The flying habits of
ducks and geese are quite different. Geese, even in small flocks,
use the V-shaped formation and
are guided by the ~ommands . of
their leader, but ducks fly just hitor-miss.

YESTERDAY I OVERLOOKED
that five-word problem and failed
to give the second of the words
ending in "dous.'' In what seems
to be the order
of popularity I
gave 'tremendous,'' as the first
on the list. The
second . is mani- .
festly
'tremend.ous." Now, from
this
point,
go
ahead. E t h e 1
Woods of Forest
River, sends the
same five words
which were submitted by the
friend who gave
me the original
list from which
Davies \
this game started. Vernice ·Aldrich
comes forward with eight words,
and with two in the other group
which she missed the list is now
ten. That is the number that General Leonard Wood's secretary is
said to have found in searching
through the dictionary after the
general had become so harrassed
over the problem that he set his
secretary to work on it. Is ten the
limit, or can anyone think of more?

*' * * ·

ONE TROUBLE WITH THIS
supreme court question is that
since the metamorphosis of the
grocery store there is no proper
place to talk It over. They talked
over slavery around the' stove in
the village store, with the cracker
barrel handy, and the same forum
was used quite freely to settle, or

unsettle the silver question fortyodd years ago. But with . the oldtime store gone there is no recognized place for the exchange of
views on burning questions. •,

* * *

DEBATE ON PUBLIC QUEStions was not confined althogether
to the grocery store. The blacksmith shop served as a substitute,
after a fashion, but much of the
time it was noisy and one had to
keep out of the way of hoz:ses being shod . .Moreover, there were no
crackers. Now the blacksmith shop
·llas become a garage, and you
can't get up much of an argument
in a garage except on the merits
of demerits or some car.

* * *

ALBERT E. COLE, OF SOUTH
Portland, Maine, has witnessed the
shift in grocery store habit$ from
the primitive to the ultra-modern.
At the age of 86, with a record of
73 years behind the counter, he
claims the honor of bei~g the oldest grocer in point of service in
the country. He began clerking at
·13 and soon had a store of his own.
He thinks a little wistfully of the
old days when the neighbors would
drop in to spend the evening and
discuss the problems of the day.
For the accommodation of callers
he kept in his store a long bench
on which they might sit. Several
tin:les he had to provide a new seat
for the bench, the old one having
been whittled away by the knives
of visitors.

what they were. The cracker barrel! is gone.
Now they put up
crackers in dust-proof packages.
Goods that once were handled in
bulk and were accessible to all,
now come in cans or cellophane.
'rhe sawdust-filled box that served
as .a cuspidore has disappeared.
Everything has been made sanitary and exclusive. ·

* * *

ONCE IN MY OWN CLERKING
days I had fun with the visitors by
setting within their reach what
appeared to be a sample of brown
sugar, and wasn't. I · mixed . up a
concoction of coarse salt moistened
with molasses and liberally .d osed
with vinegar and set on the counter with a label marked "25 pounds
for $1.00." The low price attracted
attention and everyone who come
in partook liberally. It. didn't taste
a bit like sugar.

*

*

*

MEL. BACHELLER SAYS I AM
all wrong about the reason .for the
shifting of the auto steering whe~l
from the right side to the left. My
guess wa~ that the change was
made to enable the driver to gauge
more nearly his distance frQm another car which he met. B~c·h says
that the .idea was to facilitate getting out of . the car · on pulling up
to the sidewalk. The old cars had
brake levers and other impedimenta outside the body, .and the
driver, being unable to climb over,
had to slide across and get out on
* * *
· OF COURSE, WE STILL HAVE the street side. The sounds reasongrocery stores, but th_e y are not able, too.

1

.__

AN .ARTICLE WITH A LIS- have already been listed. Now THE NASH FARM WAS JUST
4
bon N. D. date-line published in comes 'hazardous," which most outside what is now the city of
'
searchers seem to have placed
G
.
the Minneapolis Journal tells of third in the order of ease of dis- East rand Forks. Part of 1t was
the revival · of int~rest in gold min- covery. All of these are words in bought by the lumber company for
ing · in . certain
rather common use. There are a saw mill site, and the land is now
sections ·1n the
more to :follow.
the property of the sugar company.
southern part of
* * *
. .
·
N O rt h Dakota.
A LETTER FROM MRS. W. C. The Nash family was t.h e first to
This interest has
Nash, now of Los Angeles, to a se~tle in that vicinity, and the
been stimulated
local friend is accompanied by a home was for many years the cenby the advance in
clipping several years old from ter of generous hospitality• .
the price of gold ·
an unidentified paper giving a de* · *·
from $20 to $35 an
scriptlon of the frontier settlement WITHIN THE CITY OF NEW
ounce. Mention is
known as "Frog Point!' The art- York, metropolitan and cosmopolimade in the arttcle, entitled "The City That Never tan though it is, there is a oneicle of · advenWas,'' tells in a humorous way of room rural school whose 18 pupils
turers who jointhe settlement on the Red river are taught daily in six classes by
ed in the rush for
just south ot the Grand Forks one teacher. The same teacher has
gold in the Black
county line which was later Bel- now served the school for 25 years.
HUls and vicinity
mont, for which one of the prin• The school, while it ls within the
in the early days.
Davlea
cipal residence streets of Grand municipality of New York City,
Am ong th ose
Forks was named.
and is a part of the city school
nanted are · George B. Winship,
* * *
system, is rural 'in every respect,
founder· of · The Grand Forks FROG POINT RECEIVED ITS being surrounded by farms on Sta- ·
Herald, Senator .H. C. Lonsbrough, name in 1860. In the summer ·of ten island. The building ,now occu. and John P. Gray, afterward U. S. that year Captain Sam Pa.inter pied was erected in 1821, a:g.d has
consul general in Australia and with a party of 800 soldiers, ·while been kept in good repair and conI en route to Walla Walla, Wash- tinuous service. The old bell in its
Chlna.
*· * *
ington, made camp there. When tower still calls the children to
· '!"HERE' WAS GREAT EXCITE- the soldiers took their horses down school.
I ment over the discovery of gold in to the river to water them that
* *
the .Black Hills, and many persons evening they found the shores so IN A REPORT MADE LAST
afterward~promineµt in the history covered with frogs that they could year the assistant superintendent
of the two · Dakotas joined in the scarcely take a step withing tread- of that district of the city spoke
rush for the yellow metal, but ing on them. N~t morning before highly of the worJ[ done in the
George B. Winship was not one leaving they drove two sticks in little school, and wl. . le ·Conced:ing
of them. He had intended to join the ground and nailed on them a that the modern graded school has
one of the parties but was unable board bearing the words "Frog its advantages, made the point
to ·d o so. The party which he would Point." The name thus given stuck that the advantages are not all on
have joined was attacked by In- for years.
one side. He said that in the little
dians · and several of the number
* * *
school the children can receive inwere killed. "Senator H. C. LonsFROG POINT ACHIEVED IM- dividual treatment such as is not
brough" is undoubtedly intended portance as one of the line of stage possible in the larger school, and
for Senator H. C. Hansbrough, who stations established on the route that the teacher had constantly in ·
may or may not _have been among between St. Paul and Winnipeg. mind, not only the grade toward
the gold-seekers. I rather think Mrs. Nash writes of having stop- which· her pupils were moving. but
not. John P. Bray, not "Gray," waa ped there for supper in 1872 the grade from which they came,
not consul general to China. H~ when coming by stage from Moor- ·and whose work it was often neeserved in that capacity in Austra head to the :farm at East Grand essary to review. It would be inlia and at Singapore, in the Strait Forks. Moorhead was then a tent teresting to see a record of schol•
settlement, wh~re he· died.
town, and the terminus of the astlc- standings of children from
* * *
Northern Pacific railroad, which that school as compared with recOF THE ''DOUS'• WORD had not yet crossed the Red riv-) ords of children in the same
"tremendous'' and '.' stupendo " er.
· grades in other schools.

*

I

*

THREE WORDS,

"TRE!J:°EN- jury. Dr. Carrell suggests that in I came up from St. Paul on the

dous," stupendous," and ''hazardous," of the group ending in
"dous'' have been given. The
fourth, in what
seems to be the
order of discovery is "jeopardous.'' The meaning of each of
t h e s e is clear,
and the f i r s t
three are in faitly common use.
·
The next to be
given . is rarely
used, though Its
meaning will at
once be suggested by its farm.
The other five
Davies.
will be strangers
even to those whose vocabulary is
large.
1

* * *

MR.. SMITH

PHONES FROM
the office to his wife at home: "I'm
sending . a boy down for a letter
from my desk in the den. It's a
letter from Blank and Blank of
Toledo dated about a month ago.
Youfll find It among the papers on
the desk, about three inches :from
the top. And listen! Be careful not
to disturb the other paper1. I want
that stuff left just as it is, so that
I can lay my hand on anything I
want.''

* * *

IN HIS BOOK ''MAN THE UN-

known'' Dr. Alexis Carrell mentlons the ability of certain forms of
life to . remain almost indefinitely
in a state of suspended animation,
and then to resume the ordinary
functions, apparently wIUiout in-

some ways it might be desirable if
a similar state . could be induced in
the .higher animals. If cows and
sheep, for instance, could be
"stored away'' for 'the winter, the
farrner would be saved the trouble
and cost of feeding and caring for
them during the winter. And if a
man could be similarly treated he
might awake from bis sleep with
new ideas and a new viewpoint.
The book was written before the
present supreme court discussion,
but there are those who might find
something in the idea presented
which they would like to apply
now.

*

* *

DR. CARRELL IS A SCIENT1st of recognized standing. It , was
with · him that Colonel Lindbergh
was associated in the development
of the . "artificial heart'' which is
being found to be valuable in . the
study of certain of the phenomena
of life. It is rather Interesting to
note that Dr. Carrell accepts as
facts both clairvoyance and telepathy. He does not discuss these
subjects in detail, but treats them
as facts as fully sustained by evidence as are the facts of the ordinary physical perceptions. Not
only does he . say that some persons are able to see things beyond
the :field of physical vision and to
communicate thought without the
aid of known physical means, but
he credits such persons with power to read the future. Seldom does
a real scientist venture so far and
with such assurance into the field
of mysticism.

Northern Pacific and got off at
Fargo, where the same big wooden
building houses both the ran:way
station and the city's principal hotel, th~ Headquarters. I didn't stop
at the Headquarters, not that my
taites were any less expensive
than those of the , guests at that
hotel, but I had to conserve my
resources. I went to a cheap hotel
- I have no idea where it waslooked the . town over for a few
days, and decided to move on to
J amesi!own.

* * *

AT JAMESTOWN THERE WAS

also a hotel, much too rich for me,
and I engaged lodgings at the
home of an elderly, dark-skinned
man whom I found to be a Brazllian. He had salled the seven .
seas on wind-jammers, and after
many adventures he had wound up
keeping a little rooming house at
the very verge of civilization. He
was a very intelligent and entertaining chap and could spin yarns
by the hour. He knew a ,ot about
books and kept posted on current
events. When I last saw him two.
or three years later he was running a little refreshment stand
close to the station, and he cried
his wares with a voice like a foghorn.

*

* *

DURING MY FI R S T FEW
weeks in Jamestown I took my
meals at a rough-and-ready eating
place of which I remember only
that the food was usually greasy
and that our dessert consisted reg*- * *
ularly of three prunes, small, hard
ABOUT THIS TIME 55 YEARS and tough, in a saucer of pale inago I :first crossed the Red · river~ sip id liquid.

WE HAVE NOW HAD FOUR
MY NEIGHBOR'S ROSES.
Friends, from my neighbors and
of the "dous" words, tremendous,
this :vine I've learned
stupendous, hazardous and jeoparBy Abraham Lincoln Gruber.
That sharing pleasure means a
dous. The last of the five original(1861-1915)
profit turned.
Iy submitted is
The roses red upon my neighbor's
vine
And he who shares the J·oy in what
"h o r r e n d o us,''
Are owned by him, · but they are
he's grown
which appears in
also mine.
Spreads joy abroad and doubles
Webster, but
His the cost and his the labor, too.
all his own.
which is classifiBut · mine, as well as his the joy,
ed as obsolete.
their loveliness to view.
IF ONE IS · NOT THOROUGHF i v e o th e rs,
They bloom for me and are for ly conversant with modern thin~which might as
me as fair
ing it is not for lack of accessible
well be obsolete,
will
be
given
As for ·the man who gives them material. Of the publishing of
later.
all his care.
books there is no end, and the best
* * *
Thus I am rich, because a good things in . ancient and modern literM R.
A N D
man grew
ature are available at the cost of
Mrs. F. T. Roat
A rose-clad vine for all his neigh- a few dollars. But it is not in
of Bemidji, have
bors' view.
books alone that a wealth of infor1 earn e d that
Davies
I know from this that others plant mation is to be foµnd. Magazines,
their gr e at n efor me.
pamphlets, newspapers and the
phew, Cedric Will~ams, has been And what they own, my joy may I radio bring daily discuss10ns of
appointed field manager . for the
also be.
every imaginable subject by men
Minnesota · Mutual Life Insurance So why be selfish, when so much and women who are re·c ognized as
company, working from the comthat's fine
leaders in their special fields of
pany's offices in the Foshay tower. Is grown for you upon your neigh- activity. After all the shaff is
Cedric's father, the late J. Arthur
bor's vine?
blown away there remains a vast
Williams, built up the Minneapolis
To this a neighbor, or one who body of informative and stimulatoffice. At his death, a brother, might have been a neighbor, wrote ing material, scientific, historical,
Paul D. Williams, was appointed the following reply:
philosophical, social, economic and
manager.
All three men were
*
political, far more than one could
former Grand Forks residents.
THE NEIGHBOR'S REPLY.
absorb if he were to devote his en*
By Gerald Eberman.
tire time to it.
THERE · IS A STORY OF A Your neighbor, sir, whose roses
* * *
wealthy man who built himself a
you admire,
WE SUFFER FROM AN EMfine mansion, which, with its ar- Is glad indeed to know that they barrassment of riches. The probchi'tectural embellishment and its
inspire
lem is not how to obtain good mabeautifully lanscaped grounds, was Within your breast a feeling quite terial, but how to select from the
a joy to behold. Havin~ completed
as fine
vast quality that is presented what.·
the mansion he built a modest cot- As felt by him who owns and is likely to be most serviceable.
tage just across the street and
tends that vine.
And, having made a selection, there
moved in, so that he might enjoy That those fair flowers should give arises the question what to do with
the view. There is something in j
my .neighbors joy,
it all. The best of the material
that idea that applies to a garden. But swells my own, and draws which is available today seems to
It gives pleasure to the owner, but
therefrom alloy
be of permanent value. It ought
it also brings happiness to the by- Which would lessen its full worth, not to be thrown away. But if one
stander. The point is covered in
did I not know
should undertake to preserve it all
some verses which I clip and pass J That other's pleasure in the flow- he would soon be crowded out of
on.
ers I grow.
house and home.

* * *
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*
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HAVING COMPLETED THE
list of the first five words submitted ending with "dous,"-tremendous, stupendous, hazardous, jeopardous and horrendous - we
now proceed with
the other five,
the first of which
is . ''tardigradous."
I never heard of
it before, and I
have no intention
of using it, but
t h e dictionaries
say that it means
"moving slowly,"
a meaning which
corresponds
strictly to the
make - up of the
Davies.
word. There are
other shockers to follow. Readers
of this column are not alone in
their search for words or their
meaning. The government of the
sovereign state of Vermont has
been engaged in a similar search,
and found it necessary to appeal to
no less an authority than the se·cretary of the lord chancellor of
Great Britain for assistance. Vermon t' s state seal, in use since 1862,
is to be discarded and another
cast from a design made in 1777 by
Ira Allen, brother of Ethan, is to
be substituted. According to ancient lore the etiquette of such an
occasion prescribes that before a
new seal is put to use the old one
shall be "damasked.'' But nobody
in Vermont knew just how to ''damask" a seal. All the dictionaries
in the Vermont libraries were consulted, without result. An .appeal
was sent to London, and the lord

I
r

·.

chancellor's secretary replied that
when a new seal is to be brought
into commission the king taps each
halfoftheoldsealwitha ·hammer,
making it impossible thereafter t.,.
make a perfect impression. Vermont has no king, but the necessary tapping can be done by the
governor-or perhaps the janitor.

*

* *

UNTIL RECENTLY BETSEY
Ross has been credited quite generally with being the maker of the
first American flag, and her home
in Philadelphia is maintained as
one of the nation's historic places
and is visited by many tourists
each year. But ~hile it is conceded that Betsey Ross made many
flags, the honor of having designed
the first one has been claimed for
others. A descendant of Francis
Hopkinson, of New Jersey, a s.igner
of the Declaration of Independence,
and later member of congress, is
collecting evidence to show that
his ancestor, was the principal, if
not the sole designer of the flag.
Among the documents collected in
support of this claim are requests
from Hopkinson to .congress for
compensation for services in designing the flag, a treasury seal
and other work of like character.
In his first letter, dated May 25,
1780, Hopkinson thought that his
services ought to be worth ''a quarter cask of the public wine." This
request was increased later to $2,700, and still later to $7,200. The
bill was never paid, however. The
board to which the claim was submitted thought that the public was
entitled "to these little assistances
given by gentlemen who enjoy a
very considerable salary under con-

gress without ·fees or further re- ·
ward."

*

* *

*

*

TWO PACKED HOUSES
greeted the Flickertail Follies this
year, and the two evenings were of
huge enjoyment. Participants spent
much time on their several acts,
put in a lot of hard work, suffered
great anxiety, and found a great
deal of pleasure in the whole experience. Such entertainment has
a peculiar relationship to the community in that it arouses a spirit
of lively interest in a larger group
than could be affected in a s.imilar
way by almost any other enterprise. Each member of each cast is
the center of interest for a group
of friends, and on this basis the
entire community is enlisted in a
sort of co-operative spirit whose ·
competitive features help to give
life to the entertainment. In this
way the entertainment becomes
more than a show. It may . fairly
be described as an instrument of
social progress.

*

WHAT IS DESCRIBED AS THE
world's largest painting, descriptive
of the development of electricity,
is being painted for the Paris exposition by Raoul Dufy, a French
artist. The canvas will be· 35 feet
high by 190 feet long. This may be
the largest painting ever made, but
I should like to have figures on the
size of the cyclorama "The Battle
of Gettysburg'' -and several other
pictures painted in the eighties by
Paul Phillipoteaux-I think l have
the name about right. It seems to
me that those pictures iwere much
larger than the big one now being
painted.

SEVENTH IN THE LIST OF
words ending in "dous,, is "miltifidous/' meaning, having many
partitions. The word, I understand, appears in
some dictionaries,
but the nearest
approach in my
copy of Webster
is "mu it if id,''
having
apprpximately the same
meaning. T h e
list now stands:
Tremendous, stu..
pendous, haz~udo us, jeopardous,
horrendous, tardigradous, multifidous. There are
three to come,
Davie&
' and perhaps some
one can dig up still others.

Marriage and purgatory are as tinually · that he - "ought" to eat
one."
something, how can he be expectIn bliss extreme he entered ed to like it?
heaven's door,
*
And knew the peace he ne'er had
AND THERE ARE PRUNES
known - before.
and prunes. We used to buy
He scarce had entered in the gar- prunes 20 pounds for a dollar. That
den fair,
seemed cheap, but it was all they
Another Hindoo asked admission were worth. They were small, hard,
there.
dry, tough and tasteless. They
The self-same question Brahma were about as palatable as bassasked again:
wood chips. But a good, fat, juicy
"Hast been through purgatory?" prune, such as now can be bought,
"No, what then?''
is a plum of a different texture.
"Thou canst not enter,'' did the god
* * *
reply.
A PARAGRAPH THAT HAS
"He who went in there was no been passed on to me says:
more than I.''
"Organization is the art of get."All that is true, but he has mar- ting men to respond like thoroughried been,
breds. When you cluck to a thorAnd so on earth has suffered for oughbred he gives you all the
'his sin."
speed, stre:qgth of heart and sinew
"Married? 'Tis well, for I've been in him. When you cluck to a jack*
*
married twice."
ass, he kicks.''
LAST WEEK I PUBLISfrED A "Begone! We'll have no fools int
*
satirical poem on matrimony, the
paradise!"
EACH YEAR THE HOPI INlines of which were quoted by a
*
*
l dians hold their snake dance, the
local reader from memory. ConsFOR DOMESTIC REASONS I purpose of which is to insure rain
cious of some inaccuracies, he wish it distinctly understood that for the growing crops. Much mys'wished for the correct version, I do not indorse the sentiments ex- tery has surrounded this dance and
with the name of the author. These pressed in the above poem.
the immunity of the dancers to the
are now supplied as follows by
*
venom of the poisonous snakes
Mrs. R.H. Ludtke, of Lakota:
WALTER DAMROSCH, FAM- used in it. A writer in the Scien* * *
ous composer and director, doesn't tific American has learned the sePARADISE-A HINDOO LEGEND like Spinach. At a meeting of ·the cret from a member of the tribe.
By George Birdseye.
Gourmet society of New York The explanation is that the snakes
A Hindoo died; a happy thing to Damrosch said that he had two are "milked" of their poison before
do,
hatreds in food, spinach and being used. First they are given a
~ When fifty years united to a shrew. prunes. Informed that the society ceremonial washing, and then they
~ Released, he hopefully for en- had recently held a ''farewell din- are goaded to fury by being prodtrance cries
ner to spinach" he said: "Fine! I ded with sticks and are induced to
Before the gates of Brahma's para- will write a funeral march to spin- strike at chunks of fresh meat or
dise.
ach."
small animals kept before them for
"Hast been through purgatory?"
Really, spinach is not at all bad. that purpose. Thus, after repeated
Brahma said.
Probably most of the antagonism strikings, the reptiles are denuded
"I have been married! and he toward it is d1' to the fact that of their poison, and for the time
hung his head.
the eating of spinach has been are harmless. Just the same, I
''Come in! Come in! and welcome urged in season and out of season don't want any snake, milk@d or
too, my son!
. as a duty. When one is told con-· unmilked, striking at me.

* *

*

* *

*

I

* *

IN 1900 A LITTLE EXPLORING ·150d Iri'iles from the nearest railparty headed by Dr. Charles Cam- way to a point a . few miles south
. sell and Dr. Mackintosh Bell, of of the great lake, made the rest
the Canadian Geological survey, af- of the journey on foot, and staked
ter t r a v e 1 i n g
out several claims.
around the north
* *
shore of Great
RETURNING TO CIVILIZATION
Bear Lake in far
LaBine had samples of ore tested
northern Canada,
and found indications not only of
camped at a point
the presence of silver in paying
on the eastern
quantities, but· of pitchblende, the
shore of the lake
source of radium. Following that
and took a latidiscovery LaBine and associates
tude observation
organized the Eldorado Gold Mines
to determine their
company and began mining oper·
position. Although
ations. The bleak point of land on
the date was Augwhich Drs. Camsell and Bell took
ust 24 a snowtheir observation thirty-seven years
storm was in pro·
ago is now a ' busy mining center,
gress, and the sciequipped with mining buildings, adentists were unDavies.
ministrative headquarters, radio
able
to
make
stations, re-fueling facilities for airmore than cursory examination of craft, a mining recorder's office,
their surroundings. Dr. Bell re- mounted police force, medical sercorded in his notes that the cliffs vices, stores and boarding houses.
in the vicinity were stained with
* ·
red, green, yellow and pink colors.
LABINE POINT, ON WHICH
The notes, describing the stains as the radium mines are located, is
of cobalt-bloom and copper-green, just a few miles south of the Arcw e r e filed in the records of tic circle. There is no railway nearthe Geological survey, and remain- er than 1500 miles, ·and it can be
ed ther..: unnoticed for thirty years. reached only by air, or by means
of a tortuous journey by water.
* *
The precious ore has been carried
IN 1930 GILBERT LABINE, AN to the rail-head by plane and then
experienced Canadian mining pros- shipped to Port Hope, Ontario,
pector, and cousin of Frank La- where radium reduction works have
Bine of Grand Forks, in searching been built. The Great Bear lake
the records for information relat- mine is now the principal source
ing to geological formations in the of radium in the world, and befar north, came across Dr. Bell's cause of its output the price of radescription of the coloring of the dium has been reduced from $50,rocks on Great Bear Lake. His ex- 000 or $60,000 a gram to aboul $25,perience had taugh him to asso- 000 a gram.
ciate cobalt-blue with the presence
*
*
of silver. In · the dead of winter,
GILBERT LABINE HAS VISITwith one companion, he flew the ed his cousi~ here on trips between

*

* *

*

*

the mine and the east. Provision is
being made for improved steamer
service on the Mackenzie river
which will materially reduce the
cost · of transportation. Two new
power tugs, built at Sorel, Quebec,
have recently been shipped in sections to the end of the railway at
Fort McMurray, where the sections
will be welded together and launche9, for service on the Mackenzie.

*

*

*

EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF
the Presbyterian Ladies Aid soctiety during the 59 years of its existence were reviewed recently
when the society took steps to organize on a new basis. One of the
interesting bits was the reading of
the minutes of one of the meetings
which the secretary of that day,
Mrs. D. H. Beecher, presented in
verse. The record contains numerous touches of humor, particularly
the description of the manner in
which was solved the problem· of
raising the three dollars required
to pay "Mr. Clifford" for singing
in the choir. The society seems to
have ben out of funds-this was in
have been out of funds-this was in
ably Mrs. W. A. Gordon-came to
the rescue and volunteered to take
care of that exp~nse · in consideration of being relieved of payment
of other dues. The minute's do not
say · whether· the compensation of
three dollars was per ·week, month
or. year.
· '
· ·

* * *

SEVEN WORDS HAVE NOW
been given in the "dous'' list: Tremendous, stupendous, hazardous,
jeopardous, horrendous, tardigradous, and ~ultifidous. The eighth
is "olidous,'' meaning having a bad
odor.

NUMBER NINE OF THE cause the school children of the has been given various forms
"dous" words is "hybrig.ous,'' the city are to be permitted to write through the years. But the late
meaning of which, quite obviously, on the top line in their exercise John Austin, former Grand Forks ·
is originating in the crossing of books, which they have not been barber and manufacturer . of a
two species. The permitted to do in the past. The dandruff cure, pulled one which,
other eight, as al- saving in paper will be reflected so far as I know, was original with
ready published, back to the taxpayers. The Moni- him. After he moved to Minneare: Tremendous, tor has heard of a business firm in apolis he was met on a street of
stupendous, haz- Marseilles which saves $100 a year that city by Frank Griffin, who
ai:dous, jeopard- by omitting the dotting of the ''i's'' happened to be in town. John
talked expansively of the immense
ous, tardigradous, in correspondence.
multifidous, and
,*
business which he was doing, and
THIS ALSO BRINGS UP THE then excused himself, saying ''I
olidous. Thus far
only ten such subject of economy in the use of have a carload of corks waiting
words have been words, as exemplified by a tenant down at the freight yards, and I
submitted, and of the duke of Wellington, to whom must go and see about unloading
the tenth will be the duke had written asking if he them."
given in · another intended to renew his lease. The
* *
issue.
tenant replied ''Your Grace, I reHOWEVER, THERE ARE CAR* * *
main, Yours faithfully.''
loads of things smaller even than
A MAN RIDMore recently a famous literary John's corks.
Robert
Somers
Ing through Kan- man to whom a play had been sub- Brookings, founder of the Brooksas dust bowl saw fu the midst mitted returned it witn a note: ings institute, in his early life a
of miles of bare earth a ranch "My dear sir: I have read your clerk in the office of the Cupples
where there was still good grazing play. My dear sir!"
company of St. Louis, became, in .
and abundant evidence of thrift
Then there is the story of effect, the entire company himand comfort. He found that the the letter which Benjamin Frank- self, and made it one of the largplace was owned by a German im- Un wrote, which is famous, not for est, if not the largest wholesalers
migrant who had restricted his cat- its brevity, but for its significant of wooden-ware in the world. A
tle to about one-fourth of the num- ending. Franklin wrote to an Eng- caller at the company's New York
ber for a given area with which lish friend with whom he had long offices found the girl secretary
his neighbors had stocked their been on the most cordial terms. busy at the telephone. . Between
land. Recounting bis experience to But the nations were at war, and calls, being asked what she was
his caller the settler said:
personal friendship could not stand doing, the secretary said 0 We've
"Vell, ven. times were goot, my in the way of patriotic feeling. just got in a carload of toothpicks
neighbors make a lot; I make a Franklin wrote to h.is former from Maine, and I'm distributing
leetle. Van times got bad, my friend, recounted
the
colonial them." The phone rang. "Yes,"
. neighbors break even; I make a grievances · against Britain, and said the secretary, six cases toothleetle.
Now my neighbors all wound up his letter:
picks, hotel size. We'll have them
broke. Still I make a leetle.''
"You are my enemy and I am
sent right over." "Now," said the
*
Yours,
caller, "tell me the difference beJ
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
B. Franklin."
tween a 'hotel-size toothpick and
Monitor has an editorial entitled
*
*
any other toothpick." "Oh," said
3
"Trifles," inspired by the story that
THE STORY OF LARGE SAV- the secretary, "the toothpicks are
the taxpayers of the city of Lon- ings effected by ommitting the dot- all alike. It's the cases that are
don. are to save $1,500 a year be- ting of the "i's" is an old one which hotel size."

* *

*

*

*

*

HERE IS THE COMPLETE
list of 10 words ending in ''dous"
·
.
as submi:ted by s~veral correspo~dents 1n part or 1n whol~: Tremendous, stupen~ous, hazardous,
Jeopardous, horrendous, t8:r?igradous, ·multif1dous,
olidous,
hybridous,
Thenodous.
last word,
"nodous " means
k n Ot t
There
may be others in
the language, and
if so they will be
reported as received.

y.

She mingledi with its hills and
· brakes
A host of sparkling, joyous ltkes;
And planted trees and flowers rare,
With eager lips to drink the air.
Then, with skilled and practiced
hand
She scattered out abroad the land
A host , of merry, care-free birds
To sing of peace-no need of
·
words.
Th"1S d one,
·
t
s h e set th e spot apar,
And placed it in the very heart
Of a great land. With labor spent
She rested then, and was content.

Garden of Peace! In thy calm
walks
May harrassed lands find sure
release,
·*
* of
In promotion
And learn in thy dim, cool retreat
the Peace Ga·r Davies.
The lessons of goodwill and
den the committee headed by C.
peace!
E. Danielson of Minot, president
*
*
of the Greater North Dakota
A FEW DAYS AGO I REelation, inaugurates a se'ries of es- marked on the rarity in this secsay and poetic competitions. South tion in recent years of flights of
Dakota contestants submitted ~ wild geese. Fifty years ago on alnumber of poems dedicated to the most any spring day one could see
Peace garden, and of these the flock after flock of geese f lying
committee selected five as having north, and often the sound of their
unusual merit. The following is honking could be heard all through
one of the five:
the night. Now it is only occasion* *
ally that a flight is seen. I am told,
THE PEACE GARDEN.
however, that a big flock fed on
By Leona J. Johnson, Faith, S. D. the stubble about two miles south
~ When ~ature in expansive mood
of the city for several hours on
Fashioned the hills and valleys Sunday, and moved only when apfair
·
parently disturbed by the appear- She took a trip of woodland rune ance of many cars at the scene of
And built a lovely garden there. a highway accident.

*

asso-

*

*

THE FLOCK WAS MIXED,
about half ~elng gray and the rest
white with black trimmings. It was
noted that when the birds took
flight, although they rose in mixed
groups, they quickly sorted themselves out according to their colors.
It appears also that while · geese of
different . colors often fly . in company an d f ee d t oge th er, t hey d 0
not cross, even when kept in captivity.

* * *

I FIND THAT ALL THESE
years I have been mistaken as to
what sort of geese brant a e. When
I first came to the western prairie
country I became familiar with
two kinds of geese, the big gray
honkers and a white bird with
black wing weathers which were
called "brant" by all the settlers
whom I knew. A question· having .
arisen the books were consulted,
and it appears that the brant is a
grayish . goose and the white bird
is something else. As far as I have
been able to discover the white
bird ls the snow goose, which the
Britannica says is snow - white
when adult except that the primary
feathers are black. I have seen
thousands of those birds, but never in company with any others.
Usually they kept quite close together when feeding, and occasionally they would line up as if for
military drill or inspection.

CHILDREN LIVING IN THE Up~.,,, the wall were tools all polish- rest of the scenery and make the
vicinity of . William and Mary coled bright
rocks look as if they had been
To match the early shower's silver untouched for a thousand years.
Iege, Virginia, collect spiders and
light.
*
sell them to biology students for They had grown old with him and
ROBINS . ARE HERE IN
one · cent each.
· he could tell
great numbers, as many persons
Among the offerHow each had served him-so he who have had their early morning
ings of a little
-kept them well.
sleep disturbed realize. The notes
colored boy were
And scraps of boards he saved in heard from the first robins to ar- :
s e v e r a 1 black
careful piles
rive are not love calls, but may be '
widow spiders.
Were under rows of hammers, saws interpreted as notices of possesion.
The boy was told
·
and files
'The first arrivals are male birds
of the dangerous
Above his bench. He liked the which come to spy out the land
nature of those
smell of wood
and select suitable places for
venomous insects.
In shavings curled about him while homemaking, much as the young
Thereafter little
· he stood
man who came to the prairie years
Rastus confined
With . old eyes squinting ·and soft- ago to stake out a claim before
his attention al·
spoken words
his bride arrived. ·Some bird stumost exclusively
Just to himself, or maybe to the dents say that the preliminary
to black widows,
birds,
chirping is intended to warn interbut he thriftily
For which he had decided he would lopers away from a chosen spot.
boosted the price
Davies
build
'
While the robin is traditionally a
to a nickel each.
A new house ... Fragrance of the gentle bird, actually he is a fight* *
sawdust filled
er, and he can be a good deal of a
ABOUT THE BEGINNING OF The peaceful place, more shavings bully.
the World war an old Indian in the
curled about,
* * *FOLLOWED
Bemidji country arrived at a sim- And as he worked he dreamed
THAT SHOWER,
ilar conclusion by a somewhat difagain no doubt
by warm sunshine, has stimulated
ferent process. He came into town Of one small house he built so long the tulips, and buds are now visible
one day with a lot of blueberries,
beforeamong the turned-up lea:ves. of
for which · he asked just twice the Of songs he heard inside the open some of the early ones. Heavy
usual price. Asked the reason for
door.
freezing has browned and distorted
the inflated ·price he said "Helluva A Spring 'far off-but fresh on hill the tip of many of the leaves, but
big war on now."
and plainotherwise the plants seem to be
*
*
And close as birds about him in the unharmed.
THERE IS SOMETHING IN
rain.
* W I T H
this little springtime poem from
*
I
ACKNOWLEDGE
the New York Times that may apIF YOU ARE TOURING IN thanks receipt of a large folder in- peal to youth, and which certainly
certain
of the national parks this viting me to lend Dr. Townsend 10
has its appeal to one who is no
summer
you may be led to wonder dollars or any multiple thereof in
~ longer young, but who loves the
how
the
rocks through which new exchange for his promissory' note,
' song of birds and the smell of
roads
have
just been cut have ac- payable in two years with . interest
' wood:
quired such a beautifully weather- at 4 per cent. The doctor is try* THE BIRDS. ed appearance in such a short ing to raise $5,000,000 in this manA HOUSE *FOR
tii:ne. The fact is that the · rocks ner to be used in promotion of the
By Glenn Ward Dresbach. .
are "weathered" artificially. The Townsend old-age pension plan.
A shower drove him from his gar- freshly cut rocks have a raw ap- The money. is to be repaid out of
den ground
pearance which .makes them stick profits derived from the Townsend
Into the tool shed and he looked out like a sore thumb. This has .Weekly and other publications. But
around
been overcome by applying cop- ·if the publication business is to be
. For something ,else to do. He liked peras, which gives them a yellow- so profitable, why not use its in1
to hear
ish tinge, and then spraying with . come directly for . promotion pur'l"he rain up~n 1 he roof, and hang- road oil. The result is a series · of poses. In that case my 10 dollars
ing near
soft tints which merge · with · the will not be needed.

*

*

i

*

*

* *

·*

* *

UNTIL THE . WORLD WAR the world. Heretofore, such studies Photographs were taken from
there· was no such nation as have been made, partially, of the mountain tops in Peru and Mexico,
Great Powers -alone. This book is at sea, and under a great variety
Czechoslovakia. The countries now intended for use primarily for of conditions, and careful notes
comprising it were parts of other reference purposes regarding not were made of the behavior of radio
empires, although
only Czechoslovakia, but the niajor at the times when the pictures were
some of them
post-war problems of Europe as a taken. It was established that the
had at earlier pewhole. It seeks _to point out Czecho- intensity of sun spots coincided
riods enjoyed sepslovakia's importance in the gener- with maximum radio fade-o'ut, and
· aratr. national exal framework of Europe and her it -is · concluded that ,with the sun
istence. The war
important contributions to . the spots come certain -electrical conprovided · their
causes of democracy and world ditions which cause weakening of
opportunity f o r
peace.
radio signals. Nothing ·can be done
independence, and
*
to prevent sun spots, but' radio entheir union and
THIS WORK H:AS ALREADY gineers will address themselves to
creation of demreceived additional recogni t i o n the task of shielding radio from
ocratic . governfrom Columbia university which their interference.
ment was one of
lists it as required reading for all
*
the triumphs of
students in European history, and
TELEVISION IS AN ACCOMs t a t e s manship.
from the government of Czecho- plished fact, and it has been used
Inseparably
asslovakia, which has purchased a on a commercial , scale for some
sociated with that
Davies.
large number of ,copies for dis- little time. However, the time when
movement are
tribution by its diplomatic repre- every family will have its televisor
the names of Masaryk, and Benes, sentatives all over the world. It is and will be able to see as well as
great leaders, both of them, and written by a third-generation Am- hear .what is going on on the other
real statesmen.
erican, for the Ph. D. degree in an side of the world is not just around
* * *
American university, and hence is the corner-at least, not the first
PROFESSOR FELIX VOND- not a piece of propaganda, but an corner.
ercheck, instructor in history at authentically documented history
*
the University of North Dakota, is inspired by a keen interest in and
THE BRITimI ARE AHEAD
the author of a book, "The For- sympathy with t,he current prob- of us in making px'actical use of
eign Policy of Czechoslovakia,'' .lems of the land of the writer's 3:n- television, · but they have not got
which has just been published by cestry.
very far. A subscriber · in the_ city
the University of Columbia press
* * *
of London who is willing .to pay
which represents more than 12
THERE IS SOME SATISFAC- $400 for a television, set can be
years of research during summer tion in knowing what is the mat- connected and can see small, but
vacations during which the mater- ter, even . if nothing can be done fairly distinct pictures of what is
ial in many libraries was studied about it. And to learn ·what is the being projected. But the range of
for information on one of the matter is one step in the · direction the sending apparatus is only
newer members of the European of correcting whatever errors may about 25 miles, and its use is feasfamily of nations. In the prepara- exist.
.
ible only where population is contion of this work the use of six
Scientists of the Carnegie foun- gested. For greater distances translanguages was required.
dation have satisfied themselves mission must be by means of pe* * *
that there is a direct relationship culiarly constructed and costly
THIS B O O K REPRESENTS between sun spots and the fading cables. '. Until less expensive means
the first thoroughly documented out of radio. Experiments in this of transmission are provided telestudy ever · made, in any language, field were conducted in m,any .c~un- vision, for most of us, will remain
, of one of the smaller countries of tries and under many conditions. merely something to read about.

* *

* *

1

*
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VISITORS TO WALHALLA TO
participate in th meeting held in
the interest of the lake project
which has been . developed there
had the rather
unusual
experience first of driving, and then of
walking through
fresh snow which
had
fallen
on
April 14 to a
depth of four inches or more, and
which i_n places
had drifted to a
depth of a foot.
The purpose of
the proposed hike
was to view. at
close range the
Davies
site of the proposed dam and a part of the area
to be occupied by the resultant
lake. The information gained was
worth all the experience of chill
wind, wet feet and lost rubbers
and other incidents which accompanied the unseasonable display of
weather.

* * *

AN IMPORTANT PART OF
the state's water conservation program, the Walhalla project has possibilities which make it unique among
northwestern
conservation
projects. Walhalla, originally St.
Joseph, is one of the oldest settlements in North Dakota. Long before the first homesteads in the
state were taken it was ~n important trading point and the scene of
early missionary service. The bodies of faithful missionaries who
were killed by Indians lie in the
little cemetery on · the mountainside. From the top of the eleva, tion can be seen one of the most
' beautiful views in the northwest,
' with the rugged hills stretching far
· to the south, and to the east the

level plain of the Red River valley.
That spectacle alone is well worth
a visit to this northern "home of
the blessed."

* * *

THROUGH A LONG, IRREGUular gorge, , worn by · the flowing
waters of many centuries the :f>embina river flows from the west, and
its tributary) the Little Pembina,
enters the main stream a few miles
above the city. Innumerable small-.
er streams lead down from smaller
draws and gorges, and in summer,
when the slopes and crests , of the
hills are green · with grass and
timber foliage, the scene is one Qf
indescribable beauty.

* * *

UPSTREAM FOUR OR FIVE
miles, and for many miles back inborder the stream rise abruptly
from a narrow valley, and at a
point close to the Pembina-Cavalier
county line, . it is proposed to build
a dam; At . that point the bordering
hills are about 200 feet above the
present level of the river. The
dam, as proposed, will be 100 feet
high and its distance across the
valley about a half a mile. The
dam, according · to preliminary
plans, is to be of earth, with a
steel and concrete core, 40 feet wide
at the top, with sloping sides, and
with controlled concrete tunnels to
regulate the flow of water from
the lake. The lake thus created
will be about 17 miles long, with
an average width of one mile, and
at certain points two or three miles
wide.

*

*

*

,SURVEYS HAVE BEEN MADE
establishing these facts, and the
project has been incorporated in
the general ·c onservation program
which awaits official approval in
Washington. The lake to be ereated will be one of the· most beautiful in the , .country, and its desirability is ·b eyond ' question from

every standpoint from which the
control of water is urged. The cost
of acquiring property rights would
be negligible. It is said by informed, persons that in the entire area
to be flooded there is not more
than 600 a,cres of privately owned
agricultural land. Most of the area
is now owned either by the state
or the county.

* * *

ONE OF THE ENTHUSIASTIC
participants in the meeting was C.
E. I?anielson of Minot, president of
the Greater North Dakota association. On the way from Grand
Forks to Walhalla Carl's car became temperamental. It is a perfectly good car-, and until that trip
its behavier had ben perfect. The
trouble, it developed, was that ha ving been owned by Danielson only
two years, it had not become accustomed to water. · It resembled the
pet frog owned by a fellow in the
Arizona desert which, at the age
of seven years, had never learned
to swim. Danielson's car was quickly taught how to swim, and its
behavior thereafter was admidable.

*

*

*

ONE GRAND FORKS PARTY
conceived the interesting theory
that Walhalla ought to be on the
road that runs directly north from
Cavalier, and proceeded to test that
theory. After wallowing through
snow and ~lush for fifteen miles
the party brought up at a neat
little town which proved to be
Neche instead of Walhalla and the
course to Cavalier had to be retraced.

I

* * *

TRIPS LIKE THOSE QUICKLY
convince travelers that while a O
el road is far ahead of an earth
road, it is not a good substitute fo
convince travelers that while a grav
involves perpetual· maintenance
cost, and there are · times when i
is impossible to keep it up to par.

THE SEARCH FOR WORDS ing to be warm in Canada, but beending in "dous" seems to have cause it was warm in the soutp.,
ended, with the list standing at ten. where they were, and they suppo!,..
One correspondent,. however, Mrs. ed it was time for them to move.
J. F. Stewart of
In Canada they found snow and
Gilby, submits an
turned back, outdistancing the
eleventh, "b a pstorm. Xhere is not the slightest
hazardous." The
evidence that either geese or other
word sounds all
birds or a:n.imals have prophetic
right, and it is
powers. They recognize the condia va.r iation, of
tions existing at the moment and
course, of "hazmake a guess, and qt1;ite ofte·n they
ardous,' one of
guess wrong.
the ten recogniz*
ed by the author.FISHERMEN WILL SOON BE
ities. Of · the enarguing about what fish are pike
tire list of ten,
and what are pickerel, and why,
three, ''tremendand the Biological survey finds
ous,' 'stupendous/'
that there is similar_ lack of uaniand "hazardous,''
·
mi ty concerning the names
of birds.
are in general
Thus the same bird that is called
use·, two of the
Davies.
a black duck in some sections is a
others, "jeopardous" and "horren- blue wing in Nova Scotia, a blackdous," are used rarely, and prob-. jack in Kentucky, a brown duck
ably not one person in a million in New Jersey, a velvet duck in
ever heard of any of the other five. Wisconsin and a nigger duck in
*
Connecticut.
AT WALHALLA THE OTHER
day, with the earth blanketed in
* * *
IN MANITOBA, THE SURVEY
snow, flocks of geese were seen
flying south. They had been doing finds, there is a wavy black goose
that during the night, before the which elsewhere is a blue goose.
snow came, and at Cavalier many Blue jays are whisky jacks in Wisof them circled the electric light consin. The blue heron is a cranky
plant, confused, apparently, by the in North Carolina, a long Tom in
light, and several lit on the earth Texas and a wop in Maryland, in
some other place not named it is
near by.
a highboy, and in one section it is
* *
THE BEHAVIOR
OF THE a fly-up-the-creek. The cuckoo is
geese illustrates the error in the known as a chow-chow and a kowbelief frequen~ly expres.s ed that bird, and sometimes a rain-herald
wild fowl have ·powers of prophecy because he is particularly noisy
concerning weather. A few days on the approach of rain. Screech
earlier the birds had flown north, owls are sometimes kittenheads,
not becaus.,e they knew it was go-. and buffle-headed ducks are also

* *

* *

·*

bumble-bee dippers, didappers and
butterbowls. The Hutchins goose
is also a cr.ybaby and the coot is
a fool-hen in Alabama.
·

* *

* AGED 99,
JOHN M. HORAN,
who has worked 82 years for the
Milwaukee railroad, and is still
working, began his railway service
at the age of 17 loading woQd onto
the
wood-burning
locomotives
which were in use about the middle
of the last century. At that time
wood was piled in quarter-cord,
half-cord and full-cord piles in the yards, and receipt for a quantity
of wood was . acknowledged by the
engineer, who have a metal token
in exchange for it. The quantity
of wood used by each engine was
thus checked.
*

*

~

THAT SYSTEM IS NEW TO
me, although I was familiar with
the wood-burning locomotive. Along
the Wellington, Grey and Bruce
road in Ontario, maple cordwood
was hauled to the railway stations
by farmers and accumulated in
vast piles, to be cut into short
lengths by crews with little steam
sawing outfits. One crew which I
watched often was composed of
young negroes who moved from
station to station with their mach•
ine. As I recall it the sawn wood
was thrown into promiscuous piles
and was not measured when loaded into the engine tenders. In that
country, where wood was once so
plentiful that it was logged up anti
burned to get it out of the way,
the people are burning coal from
Pennsylvania, and paying a stiff
price for it.

DUltI GT
NEXT TWO OR
tbree days this column 'flill be biographieal in.• sort of remmiscent
w-.y, the subJect being the experiences of E
el
F o st er, old~st
settle1 and p10. neer of Lakota
a?d the Lake region. Mr. Foster
came to North
Dako~a in 1879,
and in the early
years spent at
Grand Forks and
in Nelson county
he · came in contact with most
of the men who
~ert~ prominent
Davlea
~n
e f e::Y histio
f th ory O h fis sec. nt.h8 ome O
e men hwi O hgured
m
e exper1ences w ch
e recounts are still living, but most of
them are gone. But most of the
names which be mentions will be
familiar to many reader1, and his
story may stir the memory of oth· ers.
·

* * *

"I WAS BORN IN LONDON
England," writes
Foster, ."and
as a lad I took great pleasure in
stealing away to the attic, to peruse those blood curdling books, in
which those relating to Indian warfare, in North America, were my
favorites. Sometime later my father died, which placed us in a very
precarious position, there being 8
of us children to provide for, and
no providers. I had finished school
and gone partly through coll~g,:
when I obtained a good position
with Powis, :Sale & Co., civil englneers. However this did not satisfy the craving I had for adventur.e, which was accelerated by our
receiving pamphlets describing the
wonderful future for homeseekers
1 who would
come to the United
States. I finally aucceed,d -in persuading mother and the family to
make the trip. At this · time we
were llving on the Isle of Wight,
which is claimed t~ be the most
picturesque island In the world.

Mr.

I

*

*

*

''FROM LIVERPOOL WE TbOK
Passage on the Nova-Scotian of the
Allan line, a steam and sail vessel.
. We put in to Loch J'oyle, Ireland
for the mall. However, befofe ar~
riving at that port we had all our
money and tickets stolen. Two of
the men passengers informed the
captain that they had . char1ged
t eir mlJ>.d, about going through
to tbe U ted States and asked to
pttt
re. The captain at once

suspected them of taking our
money and ha.a them searched
from the hideout. Nothing was
found but he insisted that as they
were booked for the United States,
that was where he would deliver
them.

* * *

"I M AGIN E THE PREDICAment we were in. Mother, six chil_d ren, no money, or tickets, and not
acquainted wit~ anyone tn the
United States. Never will I forget that terrible trip across the
Atlantic. Twice we were called Into the saloon• to pray for the sa.f ety t>f the vessel. Later I understood
the captain did not expect the
vessel would outride the continual
storm. The stanchions were all
sprung on the main deck, cabins
torn off, on the upper deck, and
three lifeboats washed away.

"I REMAINED. AT STEVENS
ranch, and pulled a cross cut saw,
sawing oak logs, for my board wtth
Tom Gardiner. This was rather
strenuous work for a civil engineer's clerk. Finally I obtained
work from Dr. Lancaster at $6.00
per month. My first job was to
bury their baby, who had died
some~lme during the winter. It ap.
pears they waited until the gr.ound
thawed out before this could be
done. In the meantime the body
was kept just outside the , kitchen
window in an _ oak coffip which
Bob Raprager had hewed Obt ·of an
ak log.

* * *

"MY WORK WAS TO -DRIVE A

yoke of oxen on a breaking plow
by the 'Gee and Haw' system. i
had rather a fierce · time of it with
these oxen, as whenever they took
·
* *
the notion they would run away
"WE WERE THREE WEEKS and the only f&Y I .could: stop
in making passage from Liverpool ~hem, was by letting the plow deep
to· Halifax. One of the stokers be- into the sod.
came a ravin_g maniac, a woman
* *
died and was sewed up in sail- "BOB R\APRAGER ·WHO
cloth and dumped overboard. On worked here, asked me if I -would
entering Hallfax harbor we had · to like to make a trip to the .D evils
plow thrqugh ice of _several inches Lake Indian Reservat!on, as thJs
in thickness. I went ashore. It - was appeared to be the big chance/ I
the coldest place I ever was in, had been .looking. for I readily. acand was ,1ac1 when they completed cepted and getting the doctor's
refitting the .vessel and sailed for permission, we set forth drl\rlng a
Baltimore.
team of broncos hitched to . a buck* * *
board. I asked Bob where he had
"THE CAPTAIN TOOK UP A the guns. He stated he had all the
collection from the passengers for guns he wanted ~nder the blankus and also had the cook put us ets. Upon
r . arrival the Indians
up a box of eatables furthermore flocked around, us, and entered inhe explained the situ~tion we were to a big pow-wow with Bob, ,rho
In, to the president of the Balti- seemed to understand their llnro.
more and Ohio railroad, who gave ~bout this time I W9:S getting tbe
us passes for the remainder of our Jitters, as I had nothing to defend
trip. The captain also gave us a myself _with. Bob a~d I atarted .to
letter of introduction to an old unpa~k the supplies. The gunll
friend of his, a Captain Stevens ~urned out . to be three 3-gallon
who resided on the Tqrtle river. Jugs of whiskey, or firewater aa
We took the train at Baltimore the bucks call~d it. Now the big
and after a few days arrived at ·pow-wow started again, and finally
Fishers Landing, Minn., as the resulted in ·Bob ob~aining li buffalo
railroad did not extend lnte> Grand robes, and an Indian pony, in exForks. We hired a man by the change for the whlakey. Bob . told
name of Ed Coss to drive us out to me it was time to leav
•
Cap Stevens place, where we ar- bu«;Jtt were ste,rtlng to ..,,_ oop
rived the same day. The captain up.
qqug,h t so to. Poor Bob
~
with, his wite and several children, some years ago, otherwise I
Ulcl
lived in a tog cabin ln the river· not tell this as I understand it is a
·bottom. I cannot say that they federal pffense to convey lntoxtwere overjoyed at the surpri-8 cants in o ~· reservation, !'hlch I
party, and do ,iot blame ·them, but ~ld not ~now at _that time.
will · alway• appreciate their kind- ·
* *.
ness, as they had not received ·any IN Td NEXT INST~.........,u.•"""""
word to expect us. However, we ·!,f:r. Fost r tel11 of his hQ#lt•
were not there very lonr untU o~ the
rtle river, of the fterci
some of the neigbbora ca.me to the stQ:rm which ,true before he couid
rescue. N e1Vel Morgan, M1!.. 1llark, Jet a eabkl built, and ot advenand Mr. Williams.
tures in gettinl food and fuel.

*

*

°

*

CONTINUING THE STORY OF cart trail. To ··say l was scared the ground that the University of
his early· experiences in North Da- ·would not express it. I figured my North Dakota now stands on. Harf Lak 0 t
time had come. I noticed. some ry was taken sick, and I took his
kota, Samuel Foster, 0
a, carrying tomahawks. I reasoned it place for a few days. He finally
tells of incidents during his first would be useles·s to run. Gone were died.
residence near
. all my ideas of fighting Indians;
* . *
and in G r a n d
all I could do was to face the mu'THERE ARE A FEW THINGS
Forks, beginning
sic, and take my medicine. I took that I can remember while in
with the takin'g
the one trail that they were not Grand Forks , at . different times.
up of a claim
on, as I passed them they would Standing on th~ railroad bridge
near Turtle · river
grunt, and so would I. One buck while the water of the Red river
by bis mother
said 'tobac' I had a plug in my slashed between the ties, also waand the family.
pocket VJ"hwh I . gave him and did ter being up to' the Northwestern
Tll,is installment
not wait for him to return it, but hotel, on the corner of DeMers and
closes with an ackept agoing. J ater I found that I Third street. The Red river valley
c o u n t of t h e
had nothing to fear, as some of ·was fl~oded. Later on the settlers
lynching of the
them were Indian police.
going west ~ith their .teams, wagneg r o, Thurber,
*
*
ons and sup~lies, were mired down
in w h i ch Mr.
"ON THIS TRIP TO GRAND i~ ev~ry directio~, trying different
Foster s a Y s he
Fork,s I became acquainted with directions, to avoid the mud,. many
partici P a t e d. I
a Mr. Calvert, who had. a small of_ them unloadep. P_art of their suphave talked with
I
d b
d
t th
h
Davies.
grocery store on DeMers avenue. P ies, an
Y so . omg go
roug. ·
:;~ra~itn~=~·=~n~hat episode but He informed me he had located on Itt sfufrelyt was :3' s1~hl t to lslee all tthh1s
· · ·
Stump 1a.k e. sprairie.
u pu . up m p1 es, a over
e
have never before met ,;tnyone' who t·im b_er .Ian d a d Jommg
said that he actually took part in He mv1ted me to acco~pany him
*
the hanging. Mr. Foster continues o~t there, as I was an~ious to ob"FIRE IN THE BLOCK ON
his story:
tam land, 1 accepted his offe~. On South Third street, where Dr.
* * *
. my arrival I found all the timber
land had been squatted on, so I Wheeler had his office, was anoth"WE OBTAINED THE USE OF had to squat on land one mile from er inci~nt. Doc told me that the
a tent until we could · build a the lake, cm. which 1 built my shan- greatest loss he took in that fire
shanty. ·I will never forget .the ty. This land, · which now consti- was the skeleton of the bank robstorm that struck us that night,
ber, that he shot in Northfield. I
the wind was a tornado, with a tutes part of my farm, was not remember his showing me the
continual flare , of lightning and a surv.e yed at that time. Later, win- sk.e leton hanging in the closet with
ter coming on, I decided to spend
· deluge of rain. I held up .the ridge a few months in Grand Forks as a rib wired together where the
pole of that tent, until I thought 1 would probably . have the oppor- bullet got him.
my arms would give way while the
*
*
rest of the family held down the tunity of obtaining some work with
"HANGING OF TH'.E NEGRO
edges. Such storms do not seem to my team, which ~ did by hauling Thurber on the railroad bridge is
•
.
th
d'd . th
water to the residents. In fact I
d It
d th t t
· occur now, as
ey ~ m
ose was the Grand Forks water works a1so recalle .
seeme
a
wo
ye~rs. Finally we got th~ shanty at that time, using three barrels separate parties organized to lynch
. bytilt, and ~ug it down mto the and a sled-and filling them from a him. The party I was with went to
;· side of a ~1dg_e,. bracing the fro~t hole in the ice cut on the Red riv- the jail with a long rope, and decorners · with
eavy poles so it
manded the man, but Dick Faddan
could not, blow away. The neigh- er.
*
refused to give him up. He stood at
bors also assisted in building a sod
* *
the door of the jail, with a buggy
~ barn. There was times when I
"WE . HAD A GOOD TIME whip in his hand, and threatened
would have to drag firewood with that wmter. My folks erected. a to cut any one to pieces, that came
~ a rope from Turtle river . . We had house on S~uth Fourth stree~, with near that door. · However, the boys
~ to obtain our food · and supplies money ~eallzed from som~ prop~r- cut down a telegraph pole, and
• from Grand Forks, distant 22 miles. ty sold m England and 1 ll~ed with used it as a battering ram. The
Our neighbors ·would haul these them. 1 forgot to mention that second drive smashed the door
out for us whenever they went in. mother ~ied durin~ our. sta~ -on open, and we , dragged the prisoner
Howev~r, there was times that I Turtle river and 15 buried m a out, putting the rope around him.
would have to make the trip afoot, Grand Forks . cemetery. T~e folks At · this time the other gang arrivand carry what I could in a ·sack. bought groceries and supphes fr?m ed and put their rope on him. We
On one particular occasion, in Smith and W~sner on South Third started dragging him to the· railorder to avoid the trip, I walked street. Not bemg able to meet pay- r.oad bride. The other party did the
over to Herb Thatcher's shanty ments they were compelled to same only by a different route. It
· and asked him if I could -borrow a mortgage tp.e ·house, · which later was a good· thing that this was dis..
· few groceries, until we could ·g et was foreclosed on.
covered in time, as otherwise
some hauled. He· stated that all he
*
lynching would ha.ve been unnechad was a herring ·and he was just
"I BECAME A MEMBER OF essary, as he would have been pullstarting to eat that, but pe said the Gi;and Forks Social club, and ed apart. He was dragged to the
1'11 divy with · you, which he did. we. put on a dance .once a week. railroad bridge, a noose placed
Tha.,t is something eise I will never Johnny Bray and Miss Ohpelia around his neck and pushed off. He
forget.
Fladeland were reckoned to be the must have been dead before the
* * •
best dancers, and that big Darkey rope straightened out, as he was
"WELL I CONTINUED MY Durant was one of the musicians shot at several times in the fall.
hiie to Grand Forks and coming and singers. My.. elder sister was Some wise guy obtained the rope
up over a ridge I came face to face married to Harry Budge who su- and cut it up in piec.e·s about ! ·inwith a band of Indians, coming in pervised •nd worked on Wm. ches ·long and $old · th.e m for souvsingle file along the old Red river Budge'11 farm, which I believe is entra ·at .50 cents each. "

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CON'.1.INUING HIS REMINISCences, Samuel Foster tells of the
first shipment of top hats ever received in Grand Forks and what
ha PP en e d
to
them, of helping
a sheriff to steal
plums, of adventures and tragc~1ies at Stump lake
and . of various
o th e r incidents
character1stic of
pioneer life. rrhe
final installment
of the series will
be published tomorrow:

·* * *

''A N O TH E, R
incident was a
Davies
meeting of the
men at the Headquarters saloon. It
was decided in order to give
Grand Forks more of a metr-opolitan appearance that an . order be
placed for one dozen silk ·stovepipe
hats. The hats ·were ordered, and
later arrived and were distri.buted
at the saloon the same evenmg. 1
remember a few of the wearer~.
Tom' Tallant, ~alter Tallant, MaJ- o~ Hamilton, Bill Budge, Ed Cram,
Henry Qotzian, George Budge, and
others. Then of course this event
had to be celebrated, someone
smashed one of these toppers, and
when we got through celebrating
there was not a hat left.
~

.
r

·
·
·
·

* * *

"IT WAS RATHER AN ODD
request that Sheriff Jenks made to
me, that we drive out' to Nie Hoffman's farm up the Red river, and
swipe some plums. On arriving we
drove the team into the brush and
got busy picking. I heard a noise
and looking up espied Mrs. Nie
coming on a run. Jenks saw her
too. Away we went, Jenks . in -the
lead. I was badly handicapped in
this race, as Mrs. Nie was a halfbreed and Jenks had the longest
legs of any man in Grand Forks,
he being the only man that could
wade the Red river and keep his
nose out of the water. We made
our getaway.

er, and you could · purchase bear water and several feet deep. Now I
meat any time at" the butcher shop. had to decide whether to try and
A couple of us lads · decided on try- get my oxen to swim across, or
ing to get a bear, so we started
hiking up the Red Lake river. Finally we struck the track of one,
which w~ followed for a lo.n g distance, as it was now commencing
to get dark, and the tracks were
getting altogether too fresh we decided to give it up.

*

* *

"THERE WERE PLENTY OF
fish in the river. I used to go out
in a canoe with Link Fadden, paddie up to Dobmeiers brewery, get a
can of beer, and anchor our canoe
on the other side, and generally
catch all the catfish and sheephead we neded. In order to obtain
our bait, crawfis~, we ha~ to g_o'
_out to the Enghsh coulle. This
coulie was s_o named because ~
band of 1?nghshmen were 8:mbushed and killed there by Indians.

* * *

"I STAYED AT MY SHACK
for sometime, but finally run out
of funds but obtained work helping to build grade of the ·st. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba railway,
now the Great Northern, at Moore's
Crossing, west of Stickney, now
named Ojata. This was the end of
the railroad at . that time. This
was a tough life, handling a slusher all day, and scratching all night
as everyone was lousy, so as soon
as possible I drew my pay and
went home to m?' sha~k, but not
for long, as I received. a letter from
a Mr. Whitmore, south of Emerado,
to drive three oxen on a breaking
plow, which I did for a month.

*

* *

"MY NEXT JOB WAS HAULing lumber for the Wamduska hotel: on Stump lake. There was three
of us hauling, Mr. Carver, Bill
Farrel and ~yself. We had a very
strenuous time, getting stuck in
the mud and on one ,occasion having to swim our horses across the
head of the Goose river. This is
now dry and has been for years.
I will mention another trip I
* *
made :with my oxen hitched to a
"THERE WERE QUITE A FEW stoneboat, on . this trip I came to
bears in the ·timber along the riv- the S~lt coulie, which was full of

*

drive them over the railroad
bridge. I was afraid they would
not have sense enough to step from
one tie to another, so decided on
th e wa t er rou t e. Th ey t oo k t o th e
water O. K. but when about half
way across I reached for my gun
which was slipping and in so doing overbalanced the stoneboat,
and in I went. I was wearing rubber boots which filled with water
and dragged me down. However, I
finally made the other bank but
was utterly exhausted. The oxen,
Oh, yes, they crossed further rods
down.

*

*

*

"FRED NASH (OF THE FIRM
of Nash Bros.) with Maynard took
up land within one and a half
miles from my place, and were
breaking up the sod with oxen. I
remember asking them over to eat
dinner with me on Sunday, · telling
them I had prune pie None of us
will forget that pie. The crust must
have been an inch thick. Later on
the Clifford boys of Grand Forks
settled , out here. Theye were not
here long, until they procurred a
yacht to sail o'n Stump lake. On
one of their trips, they were over..:
taken by a storm. The boom pole
swung around knocking Clifford
overboard. They claim he never
came to the surface. A cannon was
obtained from Fort Totten, and
was fired over the place where he .
was drowned and as I remember
the body was raised.

*

*

*

"ANOTHER VICTIM WAS MR.
Inkstrom who owned the timber
land, which now is, th~ old settlers
park. He lived south just across
the lake. Hearing some one cutting
his timber on this side, he and another man came across the ice.
Leaving his man there, he started
back, and went but a short distance, when he fell through the
ice. he man was unable to save
him. At my farm two miles distant I heard his scream . They re-:
covered his body, which was put in
the wood shed, and buried the following spring."

FOLLOWING IS THE FINAL
installment of recollections by
Samuel Foster, of Lakota, in which
are described incidents which occurred during the
sett 1 em en t of
Ne 1 son county,
with accounts of
some of the in· teresting characters of that period. Wamduska,
which was expected to be the
metropolis of that
region, is now a
farmstead, miles
from a railroad,
and Stump lake·
has shrunk to a
1 mere fraction of
, its former proDavies.
portions. Mr. Foster writes:

*
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"THERE WERE OTHER ACCIdents, in which parties narrowly
escaped with their lives. One of
which I can vividly recall. This
was at Wamaduska: We were trying to celebrate the Fourth of July,
and not having very much to celebrate with, someone suggested that
we go across the lake to Wishart's,
and play baseball. We piled into a
couple of boats, and rowed over.
To our consternation no bats could
be found, but someone produced
two Indian thigh bones, which we
used. The game , had been in progress for sometime, when somebody
yelled that the whitecaps were rolling on the lake. Everyone made
for the boats. Being a good runner,
I got in the bow of the first Qne to
take .o ff. Everyone but the rowers,
were bailing out water as the
waves broke over us. I think the
boat was about ready ·to sink when
we landed. The other boat had capsized, .and the men were hanging
to it. Among these was 'a Mr.
Marcley and Geo. Conkling. Mr.
Marcley was an old man but
George kept climbing on him to
save his life. Marcley finally broke
away, and started swimming to
shore. Bob Raprager put off in a
small boat, and rescued him, just in
time, as he was exhausted, while
other parties rescued the crew
from the overturned boat. The lake
is perfectly dry now, where this
occurred.

* * *

"IF EVER THERE WAS A
hunter's paradise, it surely was
here in those days. Grous, sand
hill cranes, swan, geese and brant,
the geese and brant by the hundreds of thousands. Parties used to

arrive from Grand Forks and other points, putting up at the Wamaduska hotel. There used to be
great rivalry, to see who could get
the most birds-:-as between Cap
Griggs and his party, and Bill
Budge and his party.

enough. Cris had sobered up and
Baker was working away at the
coffin, so we s t Cris over to Baker's shop to borrow a chisel. I leave
it to your imagination as to what
happened when Cris opened the
door and Baker saw him. Baker
*
,
was the deaf est man I ever met.
"IN ONE C O N T E S T THE i He had a windmill on a wooden
Griggs party had obtained a big tower erected over his shop with
lead in number of birds, and dis- which he used to grind feed. On
played them by hanging them up this occasion . he was busy in his
on the hotel porch. The Budge par- shop, working on a wagon wheel.
ty decided that something had to Outside the wind was blowing .a
be done, so they obtained a cannon perfect gale, blowing the windmill
from Fort Totten and swiped a off the tower and sent crashing on
headlight from a locomotive, fast- to the roof of the shop. Baker
ened the canon to the bow of the spoke up and said 'come in.'
boat, loaded it with scrap iron
* *
from the blacksmith shop, adjust"SEVERAL ATTEMPTS WERE
ed the headlight, and equipped it made , to cure Cris of his drunken
with a shutter, and rowed out to habits. During one of his drunken
the islands, wh~re thou~ands of stupors the boys carted him out to
geese stayed during the night. .UP- the cemetery laid him on a grave
on arriving at th? right distance, and placed ;, bunch of flowers 0 ~
the shutter was raised on the head- his chest and left him to come to
light, the canon fired and a boat- which he' did some hours later rac~
load of birds brought in. This gave ing up town a few shades ~aler
the Budge party the championship. than usual. It seemed to have the
desired effect, as I never saw him
"THERE WAS THOUSANDS drunk after that
of birds shot, and left to rot in
*
those days. I have seen' them piled
"ONE NIGHT
ARRIVED
1
up in . heaps on the prairie. I
.
joined a party from the Wamadus- home I~te. Cris stood at m.y shanty
ka hotel with Ed Barnum proprie- door with a flour sack pinned on
tor, for a goose shoot. We were for an apron. ~e shou!e?, 'Sup~er
not having very good success, so am now ready in the dmmg. car. _I
Ed said "I am going over there put up my team, and went m. C:1s
and get on that straw stack, where had two hens roasted. I as~ed ~um
the geese are flying.' After he had ~here he _had mad~ th~ big find;
hidden on top, we , heard him shoot Why out m your coop, of course.
and sa:w a goose drop. Seeing other !her? were two th_?roughbreds I
flocks flying over .the fop and no ad Just purchased.
report, we went over to see what
the trouble was and found Ed un"LATER THERE WAS A WARconscious. The goose be Yiad shot rant issued for ~is arrest, for s.ome
had struck h:im on the head. ·
depredation he had committed, and
*
*
Sheriff Pierce was out after him.
"CRIS MAOAFEE, A DARKEY He was found. sitting up on top of
living at Lakota, was quite a the hill, that · the Lakota high
character. He used to get so drunk school is now built on, with a Colts
that he would go into a stuper, and navy revolv~r in his hand. J"oe
on one of these occasions, we laid Pierce started up the hill to get
him out on the pool table in Frank him, ~ut Cris cried out, 'I lil~e you
Roll's saloon . and covered him Mr. Pierce, but don't you come any
with a sheet, sending word to Tom furd~r up this hi~l'. J" oe finally talkBaker, who was an old wheel- ed him mto coming down.
wright, that Cris was dead. Baker
thought more of Cris than anyone
"IN THOSE DAYS ,LAKOTA
in town. He came over at once, had a large territory for trade to
raised the sheet, took one look and draw from, · extending from the
completely broke down. We · then Sheyenne river, south, to the Canstarted to make ·a rrangements for adian line, .north. I hauled the first
the burial. Baker insisted on, mak- load of wheat into Lakota, and the
ing the coffin, and we let him go first load of lumber out. There was
ahead. In the meantime Cris start- one year that the elevator could
ed to come to, so we had to lock not hold all the wheat, but it was
him ,up Jn a room. The nex..t day sold and piled up on the ground,
we thought things had gone far several thousand bushels.

* *

*

*

* *
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* * *
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A LOCAL LADY · ASKS IF
woodpeckers come in flocks. She
has noticed these ·birds in unusual
number- around her . premises. I
have never heard
of
woodpeckers
congregating . in
fl<;>cks arter the
fashion of ducks
and . geese, put l
suppose that the
same urge to
move a f f e c t s
many of them at
about the same
time, so t h at
when a few arrive fr om the
south we may
expect many of
the same species
Davies
to appear at the
same time. · This is true of most of
our familiar b~rds. Of course · many
· woodpeckers remain in our wooded shelters all winter.

* *

*
ROBINS HAVE
BEEN PLENTIful for some time and are busy
building nests. Most of· the . liter~ry references to the robin have
_ reference to the English robin,
which is distinct from ours. The
bird which we call a robin is in reality a variety of thrush, and was
given its familiar name by early
. New Englanders because of its
similarity in general appearance to
the English bird. Much has been
written of the song of the robin,
but I should not call our robin a
songster. It delivers a series of
~
pleasing and cheerful chirps which
can scarcely be called song. I wonder if the English robin actually
sings.

ONE NOTE THAT HAS GENerally been ·o verlooked in the experience of John Horan, the 99year-old employe of the Milwaukee road, is his _reason for keeping
on at work after 83 years ·o n one
job. Mr. Horan says that he would
retire but for the fact that somebody is needed to keep . an eye on
his son William, aged 66, who has
worked 30 years for the same · road.
It doesn't do to leave these
youngsters too much to themselves.

* * *

barrel in almost every farm home,
but here ~nd there could be found
little soap plants where hard soap
was made ·from hardwood ashes
collected from surrounding farms
in exchange for yellow bar soap.
The bar soap was made from lye,
fat and rosin or other ingredients
concerning which I am not informed. Some housewives , made their
own hard soap from soft soap to
which other ingredients were added. ·
·
* ·* . *
SOMEBODY HAS STARTED A
proj~ct to house the Dionne quintuplets in. the Castle Loma in To..
ronto with the idea of making that
point the center of a vast tourist
traffic. The building was erected
·years ago by a man who was temporarily a millionaire and was acquire.d by the city for taxes. As it
stands it is a white elephant. The
idea .proposed is to house the children in it i~ palatial style and turn
the "castle" into a valuable source
of revenue.

JOHN HORA.N, MENTIONED
above, · developed a process . of
washing locomotive boilers with a
solution of soda ash, from which
he was given his nickname "Soda
Ash.'' That reminds me of ·an industry now, I suppose, practically
extinct-that of the manufacture
of potash from wood ashes. In the
early days of the settlement of Ontario many men made a living by
burning hardwood for the sake of
the ashes, from which potash was
,recovered, to be marketed commer* *
cially. With wood as scarce as it' : THE FACT THAT THOSE
has become, such a pr·ocess , seems .children happened to be born all in
wasteful, but from the standpoint a bunch and' have lived thus far
of the settlers it was not. The trees has brought them much publicity,
were in 'the way. The land must be and a mint of money. The publicity
cleared for crops. The usual prac- that they have had thus far has
tice was to make immense piles of probably done them no harm. But
the logs and burn them, in which presently they must be regarded
case the ashes were wasted. The as :p.uman beings, and not freaks,
potash man was more economical and if they are to live the normal
for he saved something from the lives that they are entitled to live
wreck.
· somebody is going to have a diffi*
cult task warding off sensation
THE LITTLE SOAP FACTORY mongers. 'I;'hey ought not to be put
was also· a feature of the
back- on parade jµst to swell the reve1
woods. Soft soap was made by the nues of the city of Toronto.

*

* *

PREPARATIONS ARE BEING
made with minute attention to detail · for the coronation of King
George VI as monarch of the
B r it is h dominions, and public.
dignitaries a n d
private tou r i s t s
are pouring in
' from all parts of
the world. to witness the gorgeous
spectacle. There
are many who believe that monarchy has outgrown its usefulness, and that the
crowning of a
king is merely an
empty show. But
there are a 1 so·
Davies.
those, who cannot be suspected of
republican sympathies, who beli~ve
that the ?:?an now serving as king
has no r1~ht to ~e crowned because he is usurping ~he place
~hich rightfully belongs to another.
After the lapse of 200 years they
cling· with undiminished loyalty to
the cause of the fallen Stuarts, one
of whom was beheaded and another exiled. From :far-off New
Ze~land comes · to the Herald an
expression of that loyalty in the
form of the following declaration:

* * *

THE RIGHTFUL KING OF
GREAT BRITAIN
•
"WHEREAS BY THE DEATH OF
our soveriegn queen Mary IV and
III, on the 3d of Februar~ 1919, the
crown of Great Britain fid by just
lineal succession descend to her
son and heir, Rupert of Bavaria,
(Ro.bert I and IV), as the representative of the royal houses of
Stuart and Plantagenet;
"By the revolution of 1688, and
the Act of Unsettlement of 1701,
(known. in history as the Act of
Settlement, awarding the crown to
the present Hanover line;-Editor)
an illegal convention calling itself
a parliament, unlawfully altered
the law of succession to the throne,
and ever since then an unbroken
succession of loyal men and women
have looked, first to France, then
to. Italy, and since 1875 to Bavaria,
as the exiles home of their rightful
line of kings;
"It is now frankly admitted in
educated circles that the Stuarts

understood their office, that is in
keeping the balance between the
various orders of society ( See "The
English Review of Feb. 1936).
"Reparation for past wrongs and
as a guarantee for the stability of
soci~ the future demand the immediate restoration of the exiled
heir of the House of Stuart."
(Signed) The Legitimate Jacobite
League,
C. C. Bagnall,
Wellington, New Zealand.
·* * *
EVEN CURSORY STUDENTS
of history know that James II, Stuart king of Great Britain, was banished from the country in 1688 , to
be succeeded by his daughter, Mary
and her husband. William of Orange, and then by his other daugh· ter, Anne, .and that in anticipation
of the death of Anne. who was old
and childless, and parliament designated Sophia of Hanover, granddaughter of James I, and her descendants lawful heirs to the British thron;. -It is upon that act that
the title of the present British royal fa ily rests
•
*

*· *

IT IS ALSO A FAMILIA.R FACT
that supp~rters of the e.x ll~d Stuar~s continued for so~e time to
agit?'te for the resto:abon of the
family, a~d that their efforts ass~med. qmte threa~ening proporbons in the rebellion of 1715 to
place on the th.r one James, son of
James II, an.d known as the Pret~nder, and m 1745 on behalf of
his son, Charles Edward, k~o~n as
the Young Pretender. Participants
in those movements were known as
Jacobites.

* * *

~T IS LESS WELL KNOWN
that the Jacobite SJ?irit, and t.o s~me
extent the Jacobite organization,
have been maintained down to the
present day. Here and there
throughout the British empire are
maintained little organizations of
Jacobites· who are unswerving in
their loyalty to the old Stuart line,
and who regard its present representative, Rupert of Bavaria, as
their lawful king.

*

*

*

IN THE HISTORY OF THE JAcobite movement there is much that
is colorful and romantic. While it
had supporters ln every section of

Great Britain, its membership was
most numerous in Scotland, especially among the Highland clans.
The flight of young Charles Edward, "Bonnie Prince Charlie,"
through the mountains of Scotland,
accompanied by beautiful Flora
Macdonald as guide, has been the
theme of many a story.

* * *

WHILE THE MAN WHOM
they regarded as king was a refugee on the continent, its faithful
supporters in Britain were in the
habit of drinking toasts to the
king over the water.'' As it was
?angerous to. be known ~s a Jacob1te s~mpathizer, Ja~obites w?uld
so~ebmes at pubhc father~ng~
drmk the usual toast to the kmg
but would indi~ate private!! their
mental reservations by passing the
glass over a bowl of water. For
this r~a~on the use of finger bowls
a.t official. banquets was for some
time prohibited.
11

* *

* ·

ONE OF T~E .cERE~ONIES
of the coronation 1s the issuance
of a challenge by an armed champion to do battle to the death with
any who dp.spute the lawful right
of the man about to b~ crowned.
There is a legend that at the coronation of George II a Jacobite girl
was stationed by prearrangement
.near where the champion was to
issue his challenge. As he did so
and threw his· ga ntlet on the floor
she darted forward, picked up the
glove, left in its stead a written
acceptance of the challenge, and
disappeared among her friends.
That incident, real or fictitious, is
made the basis of an interesting
bit in Scott's novel, Redgauntlet.
What a sensation there would be
if some girl from New Zealand
should essay a similar trick at, the
coronation next month!

* * *

PLAY.ING ON THE TITLE "DEfender of the Faith" conferred . on
British monarchs, some wit inscribed on a punch-bowl in the 18th century these lines:
."God bless the king, our noble
faith's defender;
God bless-there is no harm in
blessing-the Pretender
Who that pretendes is, and who
that king,
God bless my soul! is quite another
thing."

EIVIND AAKHUS, WHO DIED
OF THE ~OUR SONS AND
TWO MORE WORDS ENDING
on Thursday at the Home for the three- daughters who survive Mr. in "dous" have been submitted,
Aged in Grand Forks at the ripe Aakhus, one son, Evind, and a
age_of 82, was a born musician, to daughter, Clara, have devoted and, as Alice said, they get "courwhom the violin themselves to music. The son has iouser and curiouser.'' One, submitwas a companion used for. years a violin which was ted by Warren Borgeson, of Park
to be loyed and the prized possession of his father. River, is "aconthropodous," which
cherished, a It was owned originally by a Norfr i en d
whose wegian villager, and when Mr. is both a geological and a zoologicvoice was elo- Aakhus heard it he was charmed al term, meaning "having spines."
quent in joy or by its tone an'i wished to buy it. The The other, submitted by Mary E.
sorrow, whose owner did not wish to sell, but aft- Houx, of .St. John, i's '~gasteropodtones were cap. er repeated visits and much urg- ous,'' which means belonging to the
able of interpret- lng ~onsented to do so. In telling of
ing the majesty the purchase of that instrument gasteropoda, a division which inof the ocean, the Mr. Aakhus said that he was so eludes snails and slugs. Twelve
beauty of the delighted with his success · in ob- words .have; now been re·p orted in
landscape and the taining it that he spent all night this list, and perhaps 'the search is
· varying_moods of walking among the mountains and still going on.
the common peo- rejoicing. Many years ago I heard
* * *
ple.
Much
of
his
I
him
in
a
concert
with
Alexander
NOT
MANY
RESIDENTS OF
Davies
life was spent in Bull, and ram sure that his per- the northwest were born on the
the modest labor of the farm, but formance was ·m uch the more sat- Isle of Wight, which is famed for
it was in the music of the violin isfactory of the two.
its beauty and its salubrious clithat his spirit found expression.
* * *
mate. Samual Foster of Lakota,
1
*
*
SINCE WRITING OF THE JA- was born there, and his mention
BORN IN NORWAY, MR. A.AK- cobite cause and movement for of that fact in · his reminiscences
hus came to Minnesota in 1874, Sunday's .column I have recalled published in this column last week
farmed near Fisher, and spent sev- that the movement brought out the brings from Mrs. R. Guille of Red
eral of his later years on a little canniness which is by no means Lake Falls, a note saying that she,
farm along the Red river just the exclusive possession . of Scots, too, ls a native o.f that famous issouth of Grand Forks. Largely but was shared by · many English land. Agreeing with the verdict
self-taught, he was familiar with families. During the Jacobite re- that . the island is the . most picturthe violin from childhood, and un- hellions of 1715 and 1745 there was esque in the world, Mrs. Guille
der his skillful fingers it sang for doubt ·as to which side might be writes:
him the folk-songs of his native successful, and if a wealthy land* * *
country. During intervals of farm holding family happened to choose
"I WAS BORN THERE AND
work he studied', practiced and the wrong side its title to its es- lived there for 25 years, when we
traveled, until . he became an ac- !tates might ·be forfeited. A prac- left and came to Canada, and I
complished musician. Six times he tice not at a:11 uncommon was for have traveled quite a bit both in
returned to Norway to tour · sec- a family to heldge by sending one Canada and the States. We came
tions of that country with his v10- of its members to join the rebels over here in 1901. I was in England
lin, and each time he was greeted while the rest remained loyal to and the Isle . of· Wight in 1927 for
with .enthusiasm. In the United the established monarch. Thus, a ·short visit, and it was · just as
States he played .. many erigage- whatever the political .result, there beautiful as 1ever. I ani hoping to
men ts, and ·more than 40 · years ago was a chance that the estates make another visit in the near fuhe ·played a series of concerts with ~ight .b e saved. Stevenson works ture, for I have four brothers and
, 1 Alexander Bull, son of the famous this practice into his novel "The one sister still living ·o n the Isle of
Wight with their families."
· violinist, Ole Bull.
Master of Ballantrae."

·*

I

IT MAY BE SAFE NOW TO
SOMEONE HAS ASKED ME say that the power of wheat to gerobserve that, so far as the Red riv- what is the latest spring snow minate is limited to 15 or 20 years.
er valley is concerned, the drouth that I can remember. The ·outstand- "Egyptian,, wheat, such as has
is broken. The storm of rain and ing spring snow storm in my recol- been described, is a fake.
s n ow
w h i. c h
lection is that of May 20, 1882. That
* *
spread from two
storm, like the recent one, started
EVERYONE HAS HEARD OF
to three inches of
with a cold rain which turned to the carrying of th~ message to
water all over the
snow and lasted for about three Garcia. Most persons, with a little
district, was the
days. And how it did snow! Out on effort, can recall that Elbert Hubfirst "old - time"
the P.ipestem creek, at the present bard wrote the · essay that made
storm that has
site of Sykeston, where our survey- the incident famous. But there are
visited this secing crew weathered the storm in a few persons who can remember
tion in several
tent, with no means of warming it, who it was that carried the messyears. Its outthere was about as much snow, I age. The man who did that job is
standing feature
should say, as fell at Grand Forks Colonel Andrew S. Rowan, who ob- ·
was not· the quanin the recent storm, but it was served his eightieth birthday last
tity of water that
much colder and the drifting was week. At his home in San Francisfell, though that
worse. There was more snow in the co he is as obedient to the orders
w a s abundant,
valley, and friends who were here of his physician as he was to the
but the character
then have told me of great drifts instructions of his superiors nearly
and duration of
being piled up around the few ex- 40 years ago. He observed his
the storm. For
Davies.
isting buildings. Since then I think birthday in bed because of illness.
several years our rains have been snow has fall en even later than
* * *
in the nature of local showers or of that, but never in such quantities.
ROWAN WOULD HAVE REfaint drizzles which left scarcely a
mained unknown to fame had not
trace. We have had a few thunder
THE WEATHE.Jt HAS UPSET Hubbard immortalized his exploit
showers which deposited plenty of all the calculations of the wild with his pen. It was during the
water on the space covered, but geese, and during the stormy pe- Spanish-American war that he untheir area was small, and while riod flocks of the birds were seen dertook to deliver a letter from
quite often the appearance of the flying in all directions, mostly Presidept McKinley to General
sky has prompted the belief that south, and the flights could be Garcia, leader of the embattled Cu"a re~l rain was setting in,'' that heard overhead far into the night. bans. He landed in an open boat
expectation was not realized. Back Even the smaller birds seem to near Turquino, on the Cuban coast,
in the early days we were accust- have been confused, and birds that plunged into . the jungle, found
omed to rain storms that ·moved usually remain in the timbered sec- Garcia, and delivered to him the
up slowly from the eastward and tions were seen in the open, appar- message which is. credited with
for two or three days at ·a time ently mystified by the unseason- playing an important part in the
drenched the earth with intermit- able weather.
subsequent American victory over
tent showers. In late years we have
*
the Spanish forces. He exhibited
· had nothing of the sort.
EVERYONE HAS READ STOR- extraordinary capacity and re*
ies of the recovery of kernels of sourcefulness, but the feature that
THE STORM THAT SET IN wheat from Egyptian tombs after attracted the attention of Hublast Friday was typical of old being buried for thousands of bard was that when told to "carry
times. Whether the downfall took years, and of its growing and , pro- a message to Garcia" he just went
the form of rain or snow is imma- ducing seed after all those centur- and did it, without as15ing any fool
· terial. It was wet, and it lasted. ies. Here and there may be a per- questions. A generation earlier
For three . days and nights, with son who at some time has paid a Henry M. Stanley, newspaper cor, occasional intermissions, the wa- fancy price for a small quantitr of respondent, was order, d by James
ter came down in tiie good old way, that alleged Egyptian wheat on Gordon Bennett, owner of The
and while the subsoil can still the repres.entation that it would New York Herald, to "go and find
drink up much mote moisture, the produce wonderful crops. There is Livingstone," and he, too, accepted
water has penetrated to a depth no authentic record of the germ- with equal simplicity, the assignwhich insures plenty of water for ination of wheat tak~n from Egyp- ment which took him into the
the crops for soqie time to come.
tian tombs, and plant specialists depths of darkest Africa.

*

* * *

* *

*

*

AFTE!t
arold at

THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF
engraving ·a nd printing asks for bids
On 2,076,000 P ounds of postage stamp
paper and a;860,000 pounds of internal revenue
stamp paper. How
many stamps will
all that
paper
make?
That's
easy.
Take
a
stamp and weigh
it. after licking
off all the gum.
able . allowance for
Make a reasontp.e weight of the
ink. Then by the
sum that remains
divide the number of mi 11 i o n
pounds of paper,
and you will have
Davies.
it exa_c tly.

* * *

THEY
DO
SOME
FUN.NY
things with pictures. In one of the
great national magazine~ appears
the advertisement of _a great national corporation. A picture of a
grain field, with man, team and
harvester at work, occupies twothirds of the page. Most · of the
grain, which · is obviously wheat, is
already cut and standing in the
shock. The rest is uncut. The shocks
stand so thick that it would be impossible to drive a team through
them in any direction. From the
appearance of the shocks one would
estimate the crop at about 500 bushels per acre.

all the positions indicated it appe,ars that the driver is about to
cut the rest of the grain by backing the harvester into it.

* *

*

OUR HERALD CARTOONIST
the other day had a picture of a
man being kicked over by a cow
after a futile attempt to milk. Clearly he had it coming, for he had
been attempting to milk sitting at
the left siq.e of the animal, something , which no self-respecting cow
would permit.

* * *

SPEAKING OF COWS, HOW
many upper front teeth has a cow.
And somebody wrote the other day
that experts tell the age of a horse
by the number of its teeth. That is
only partly true. :After a horse gets
its full complement of teeth its age·
is
determineq by the changing
shape of its mouth and the dark
indentations, or cups, in the worn
edges of the teeth. By the skillful
use of a file and a hot iron many a
horse has been changed in a few
minutes from a 12-year-old to a 6year-old. Every old horseman is
familiar with that trick.

* * *

ON THE MENU A FEW DAYS
ago was strawberry shortcake, and
I was reminded that shortcake is
not what it used to be. For one
thing, it can be had at any time of
the year, which rather takes the
edge off.
The proper time for
strawberry shortcake is June, when
there have been no strawberries
*
since last June and there ·wm be
THE HARVESTER IS DRAWN no more until next June. That gives
by two horses, which is unusual, one something to live for.
and instead of moving parallel with
the line of uncut rgain the horses
FURTHERMORE, SHORTCAKE
are headed straight for the middle should be made with wild strawof the shocked field, one pulling berries, .picked, preferably, wihere
"gee'' .and the other. "haw~,, From they grow in the long grass or in

·

*

*

* * *

the partial shade of small trees.
Then the stems will be long and
the berries full and plump. As to
fla vor, no berry ever cultivated can
compare with them.

*

* *

AS TO THE CAKE ITSELF, IT
should not be cake 'at all, but light,
flaky biscuit, made, if you please,
with sour c ·eam and soda _:_ although baking powder will dO-"and without sugar or eggs. Baked
just right your cake is . split carefully while it's hot, and both halves
liberally treated with butter, filled
with sugared berries between and
covered with them on top. A section . of that, swimming in rich,
fresh c£eam, is real shortcake, totally unlike the spoonful of berries piled on a cut of cake which
often masquerades under that
name.

* * *

LATE JUNE IS ABOUT THE
best time for wild strawberries,
though the time varies with the
season and locality. I have picked
them as early as the last we~k in
April, and sometimes they may be
found in August. Once they were
abundant on the native prairie sod,
but the breaking up of the prairie
nas changed all that, and I suppose
dry weather has had its effect even where the · sod is unbroken. I
have seen wagon wheels dripping
with strawberry juice on the early
trails in the upper James river valley, and I have found them growing in abundance on cut-over land
near Bemidji. Back- east the fence
corners were . favorite places to
hunt for them. Some philosopher
remarked "Doubtless God could
have made a better fruit than the
strawberry, but doubtless God never did." But to have the strawberry
at its ~ best you need to catch it
wild. Civiliz~tion impairs its flavor.

